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Monthly Index Peformance

Overall, September was a relatively positive month for the crypto market.
Bitcoin prices trended upwards, with our CME CF Bitcoin Reference Rate
(BRR) briefly surpassing the $27,000 threshold in mid-September after
the news that Franklin Templeton, another premier asset manager, filed
for a spot Bitcoin ETF.

Our barometer for DeFi related tokens led the pack, rising over 10% as
major constituents in the category saw a positive retracement in price
action following subpar performances in the prior month. The recovery in
performance coincided with a rise in Total Value Locked (TVL), a widely
followed gauge used to measure the overall size of the DeFi market. This
recovery dynamic also played out well for Blockchain Infrastructure
tokens, with our CF Blockchain Infrastructure Index rising over 9%.

The CF Digital Culture Index was the major laggard for the month and the
only composite index to finish September in negative territory, falling
almost 2%.

Crypto Breaks Negative Seasonality Dynamics
Multi-token indexes

All index performance is rebased to 100. Source: CF Benchmarks, Bloomberg, as of September 30, 2023



Market Recap

Chainlink’s LINK token rallied over 30% in September after a series of milestones were achieved, including the successful execution of tokenized asset
transfers through public and private blockchains that involved the SWIFT financial network.

Programmable protocols Polkadot (DOT) and Avalanche (AVAX) lagged their major token peer groups, falling 8.0% and 7.4%, respectively.

Source: CF Benchmarks, Bloomberg, as of September 30, 2023



Trailing Risk-Adjusted Returns

When compared to traditional asset classes, Ether and Bitcoin have consistently delivered above average risk-adjusted performance over longer time
horizons.

Source: CF Benchmarks, Bloomberg, total return indices are referenced in USD, as of September 30, 2023



Investor Activity & Sentiment Positioning



Currency of Flows

Source: CF Benchmarks, Bloomberg, as of September 30, 2023

From a regional perspective, the majority of fund outflows were
concentrated in North America (-$11M).

Total fund flows continued on their negative downward trajectory in
September, falling over $144M, with Bitcoin funds seeing approximately
$132m in outflows.



Futures Positioning and Open Interest

Source: CF Benchmarks, CFTC, Bloomberg, as of September 30, 2023

Open interest for Ether Futures climbed almost 13% for the month as
the launch of an ETH Futures ETF seems imminent.

Net sentiment positioning in Bitcoin futures continued to rise towards
neutral territory, increasing from -414 to -400.



CF Bitcoin Interest Rate Curve

The Bitcoin Interest Rate Curve (or BIRC) represents the profit of a static
cash and carry strategy (sell the futures and buy the spot or vice-versa)
from the perspective of an economic agent who owns Bitcoins and is trying
to generate yield.

Changes, or shifts, of the CF BIRC have historically been indicative of
bullish or bearish sentiment.

Sideways price action coupled with dampening hopes of a potential 2023
launch of a Spot Bitcoin ETF has likely had a flattening impact on the BIRC.
Most of the decrease in basis occurred in the 1-week portion of the curve
and almost all of the tenors are now completely flat.

Term structure broadly flatten

Source: CF Benchmarks, as of September 30, 2023



On-chain Updates



Total Value Locked (TVL) in DeFi Protocols

Total value locked (TVL) in decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols witnessed a two-sigma increase in September, rising from $67B to $71B as investor
sentiment in the space has seemingly bottomed for now.

Source: CF Benchmarks, DeFiLlama, Kraken Intelligence, as of September 30, 2023
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CF Digital Asset Classification Structure

The CF Digital Asset Classification Structure (CF DACS) classifies coins and
tokens based on the services that the associated software protocol delivers
to end users, grouping assets by the role they play in delivering services to
end users. The CF DACS powers CF Benchmarks' sector composite and
category portfolio indices and allows users to perform attribution analysis to
better understand the fundamental drivers of returns within their digital
asset portfolios.

CF Digital Asset Classification Structure



CF Digital Asset Classification Structure

CF Diversified Large Cap Index
CF DeFi Composite Index
CF Web 3.0 Smart Contract Platforms Index
CF Digital Culture Composite Index
CF Blockchain Infrastructure Index
CF Cryptocurrency Ultra Cap 5 Index
CF Broad Cap Index Market Cap Weight
CF Broad Cap Index Diversified Weight

For more information about our CF Benchmark indices and our
methodologies, please visit the respective web links below:

Contact usAdditional Resources

Have a question or would like to chat? If so, please drop us a line to:

info@cfbenchmarks.com

https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFDLCLDN_RTI_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFDFMWLDN_RTI_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFSPMWLDN_RTI_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFDCMWLDN_RTI_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFBSMWBRT_RR_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/UC5_RTI_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFFBCLDN_RR_TR
https://www.cfbenchmarks.com/data/indices/CFDBCLDN_RR_TR


Appendix

CF Benchmarks Ltd (“CF Benchmarks”) is a limited company registered in England and Wales under registered number 11654816 with its registered office
at 6th Floor One London Wall, London, United Kingdom, EC2Y 5EB.

CF Benchmarks is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) as a registered Benchmark Administrator (FRN 847100) under the UK
Benchmarks Regulation.

CF Benchmarks is authorised to undertake the following regulated activity “Administering a Benchmark”. “Administering a Benchmark” is a regulated
activity under article 63S of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities Order) 2001 (SI 2001/544) (RAO), which, in summary, means
acting as the administrator of a benchmarks as defined in article 3.1(3) of the benchmark regulation. 

CF Benchmarks is NOT a registered investment advisor and does NOT provide investment, tax, legal or accounting advice in any geographical locations.
You should consult your own financial, tax, legal and accounting advisors or professional before engaging in any transaction or making an investment
decision.

All information contained within is for educational and informational purposes ONLY. None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of
an offer to buy) any cryptoassets, security, financial product or other investment vehicle or any trading strategy. No member of CF Benchmarks nor their
respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors provide investment advice and nothing contained herein or accessible through CF
Benchmarks products, including statistical data and industry reports, should be taken as constituting financial or investment advice or a financial
promotion. 

Disclaimer and Disclosures



Appendix

Information containing any historical information, data or analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis,
forecast or prediction. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The Information should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill,
judgement and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. All
Information is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons.

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. Index returns shown may not represent the results of the actual trading of investable
assets/securities. 

The Information may contain back tested data. Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. There are frequently material
differences between back tested performance results and actual results subsequently achieved by any investment strategy. The back-test calculations are
based on the same methodology that was in effect when the index was officially launched. However, backtested data may reflect the application of the
index methodology with the benefit of hindsight, and the historic calculations of an index may change based on revisions to the underlying economic data
used in the calculation of the index. 

All information and data contained in this publication is obtained by CF Benchmarks, from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of
the possibility of human and mechanical error as well as other factors, however, such information and data is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. 

No member of CF Benchmarks nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors make any claim, prediction, warranty or
representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability of any information or of results to
be obtained from the use of any CF Benchmarks products.

Disclaimer and Disclosures (cont.)
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No responsibility or liability can be accepted by any member of CF Benchmarks nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors for
(a) any loss or damage in whole or in part caused by, resulting from, or relating to any error (negligent or otherwise) or other circumstance involved in
procuring, collecting, compiling, interpreting, analysing, editing, transcribing, transmitting, communicating or delivering any such information or data or
from use of this document or links to this document or (b) any direct, indirect, special, consequential or incidental damages whatsoever, even if any
member of CF Benchmarks is advised in advance of the possibility of such damages, resulting from the use of, or inability to use, such information. 

The user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the Information. CF BENCHMARKS DOES NOT MAKE
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION (OR THE RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED BY THE USE
THEREOF), AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IT EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ORIGINALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, NON-INFRINGEMENT, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE INFORMATION.

No part of this information may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without prior written permission of CF Benchmarks Ltd. Any use of or access to products, services or information of
CF Benchmarks Ltd requires a license from CF Benchmarks Ltd.

CF Benchmarks is a member of the Crypto Research group of companies which is in turn a member of the Payward group of companies. Payward Inc.
is the owner and operator of the Kraken Exchange, a venue that facilitates the trading of cryptocurrencies. The Kraken Exchange is a source of input
data for CF Benchmark Indices.

Disclaimer and Disclosures (cont.)


